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B.14 The rules related to exclusion of a judge shall be applicable to the exclusion of the judicial secretary, the keeper of the minutes and

the judicial administrator as well. However the reasons for exclusion specified in Section 21, Paragraph (3), Points a)–e) of the Be
shall only be applicable to judges; in accordance with this provision, the judge is excluded from the further judicial procedure,
because in the previous section of the case, he/she acted as either an investigatory judge, or made a definitive decision, a repealing
decision, a decision allowing the renewal of a case, or a decision contested by extraordinary legal remedy, or took part in the making
of such decision.
However, the keeper of the minutes could not act as an investigatory judge, and could not make a definitive or any other kind of
decision or and could not have participated in the making of decisions.  Consequently,  the reason for exclusion related to the
investigatory judge cannot be applicable to the one taking part at the hearing of the investigatory judge as the keeper of the minutes
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B.15 I. The reason for custody pending trial specified in Section 327, Paragraph (2) of the Be is an independent reason for custody
pending trial falling outside of Section 129, Paragraph (2) of the Be, based on which the danger of escape and hiding shall be
examined with regard to the content of the imprisonment.
II. The length of not legally binding imprisonment is such a severity of the punishment, which may motivate the accused person
to escape or hide. If the court determines the risk of the same as real, then from the legal reason arising from the case, custody
pending trial can be determined. In this section of the procedure, such forced measure may serve the possible enforcement of not
legally binding imprisonment.
III. The 9-year imprisonment imposed in the not legally binding imprisonment is such a term, in consideration of which custody
pending trial cannot normally be missed, and the lawful purpose to be attained cannot be achieved by a less severe forced measure –
also with regard to the time of 4 months spent in custody pending trial by the accused person 734
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B.16 I. If the commission behaviour of the crime is comprised of several partial actions, the time of the last partial action shall be
considered as the time of commission.
II. In the event of a judicial unity, if a partial action is already lawfully judged by a judge, no accusation or renewal of the case
shall be made due to the part which is not yet judged. The same shall also be applicable to the partial actions, which are in a
formal aggregate with the judged crime............. 737
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173 I.  The person, who chokes the neck of the injured person with a belt  and circular moves until his /her body is relaxed, is
considered to have attempted murder 
Compressing on and tying the neck, which is a generally known area of vital importance is a typical way of murder, from which
one can conclude that the perpetrator aimed at the death of the injured person, thus acted with direct intent. This shall not be
affected by the fact, if the injured person does not die right away on the spot, but a few months later in a hospital, because such
actions resulted in the process, which lead to the death.
II. The crime of murder shall be considered to have been committed for the sake of gain – as the injured party denied to hand
over (again) further amounts of money – and he/she started to choke the injured party in order to make him/her go to the post
office with his/her pension note and received the pension amount 738

174 I. The fact that the accused person hit the injured persons at least thirty-six times, out of which several of them hit vital parts of
the body, including the face, makes possible the conclusion of possible murder and not bodily harm.
The circumstance that the accused person did not use his/her knife but his/her fist to kill the victim does not relate to the lack of 
motivation to kill, but the exclusion of direct intent to murder.
II. The crime of murder is considered to have been committed with special cruelty, if the perpetrator strikes the victim to death,
who due to his/her severe intoxication was unable to defend him/herself, by at least 36 hits, out of which many were aimed at the
head, resulting in more than 70 injuries, and during the long abuse, he/she puts sponges and paper in the cavities of the victim.
III. Voluntary manslaughter cannot be determined for the lack of the reason resulting in heated passion, because the defendant’s
jealousy cannot be evaluated as such, if the victim, who is not in a close emotional and ethical relation with the same, sought
shelter at another man due to his repeated violation and aggression, with which she had had a sexual relationship in the past,
known by the defendant..................................... 740

175 Driving can be prohibited by the person, who uses a vehicle to commit crimes. Every behaviour, which includes the commission
or reveal of a crime, the escape of the perpetrator, safeguarding and storing an object of a crime, shall fall into this category.
Those also shall be considered as users – besides the driver of the vehicle –, who use the vehicle for the commission of crimes
even as passengers............................................. 743

176 The following act performed by an administrator shall be considered as fraud: having the victims, who show up for the purpose
of requesting a loan, sign an agreement including the entry into a consumer group, while giving the false information that they
would shortly and surely receive the loan, thus the victims make a payment 745

177 One of the commission behaviours of the misuse of cash equivalents is taking away such instruments. Consequently for it to be
completed, no further commission behaviour – thus long-term possession or the intent related to the same, attempt to withdraw
money – is necessary.......................................... 750

178 I. The accused persons commit the crimes in a conspiracy to commit unlawful acts, which perform drug trafficking for a year in
an organized manner, sharing the duties of ordering, transportation and distribution. During this, the defendant of first instance
transported the drugs (speed and marijuana) of at least one kilogram every two weeks to the client, who is defendant of second
instance, who portions and sells this amount into qualities suitable for sale, thus continuously meeting consumer needs.
The organized commission of the crime shall fully comply with the factors of conspiracy to commit unlawful acts, and the fact
that besides this close and routine cooperation, no separate preliminary agreement was made for each end every partial act does
not affect the determinability of the same



II.  Conspiracy to commit unlawful acts is committed by multiple sale and purchase even, if the special partial facts of drug
trafficking collects the repeated factual behaviours – the other crimes – in a legal unit 751

179 I.  In accordance with the rules of military criminal proceedings, the tasks of the district attorney shall be performed by the
military prosecutor, or the prosecutor nominated by the prosecutor general for military criminal proceedings. The violation of this
rule means the lack of authority to bring charges, resulting in the unlawfulness of the prosecution.
II. The procedural violation due to the lack of lawful prosecution precedes procedural violation, which is committed by the court
by overstepping its authority by judging a case, which falls under the exclusive jurisdiction of military criminal proceedings or
other courts; the proceedings conducted in the absence of lawful prosecution cannot be remedied by new proceedings.
If the court acts lacking lawful prosecution, the appeal court shall repeal the decision, and terminate the proceeding.
III. If until the repeal, the culpability of the crime lapses, no new arraignment can be made in the case 757

180 I. The lawful verdict dismissing the private action of the party filing substitute legal action is not a definitive decision, thus new
trial cannot be started
II. The legal exclusion of the appeal can be established by the council made up of the same members, as the one which made the
decision contested by the appeal........................ 759

181 I.  Procedure specified in Chapter XXVII of the Be cannot be conducted against the accused person in custody,  thus it is a
procedural violation resulting in unconditional repeal and realizing a reason for review, if the court imposes punishment in a
verdict made without a hearing against an accused person who is imprisoned in another case.
II. Verdict made without a hearing shall be delivered using the notification A/5 in accordance with the procedural rules of the court,
according to which such verdict can only be received by the accused person (addressee) in person, or the “person authorised to
receive official documents”. The receipt of the verdict made without a hearing by any other person cannot be regarded as a regular
delivery. The procedural consequence of the lack of delivery is that the court shall take measures towards the hearing of the case.
III. The remedy against the verdict made by the missing of the hearing is a request to hold a hearing within 8 days after delivery.
This deadline however shall only be open after the regular delivery of the verdict, because the legal effect is only related to
regular delivery. Thus no legal effect shall be related to irregularly delivered (actually undelivered) verdict, and the deadline for
legal remedy shall not begin – that is the submission of the request related to holding the hearing. As the deadline does not begin,
it cannot come to an end either, thus in spite of the lapse of the eight days, the irregularly delivered verdict cannot become legally
binding. The deadline for the submission of the remedy shall not begin until the verdict is lawfully delivered.
IV. Making the irregularly delivered verdict binding is wrong, and such a verdict is not legally binding, thus no review motion
can be submitted against the same. The wrong clause expressing that it was legally binding however can be repealed by the court
in its own discretion........................................... 760
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187 I.  The insurance company shall be obliged to pay an insurance amount based on the insurance policy, which for the lack of
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